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A b s t r a c t  
The usage of geocell reinforcement for foundations supported on weak soil has been 
increased these days. The purposed study uses FEM-based ABAQUS software to analyse 
the behaviour of square footing supported on geocell reinforced sands subjected to static 
vertical loading. Numerical analysis was performed to find the optimum combination of 
the different geometric parameters of the geocell reinforcement. Three distinct types of 
sands were employed in the study with relative densities of 30%, 50%, and 70%. The 
geometric parameters of the geocell, such as the placement depth of geocell (u), the width 
(b), and the height (h) of the geocell, were modified in relation to the footing width (B) to 
access the optimum combination ratios. The inclusion of the geocell reinforcement 
increases the load-carrying capacity up to 5-6 times compared to unreinforced sand. The 
results obtained from the numerical analysis were intended to correlate well with the 
experimental data available in the literature. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The need for structures built on poor/weak soil has increased as a result of the fast 
development of infrastructures and urbanization. There are various techniques 
developed by geotechnical engineers to enhance the behaviour of weak soil in 
terms of strength, stiffness of soil and reduce the vulnerability to liquefaction [1-
3]. Among the various ground improvement techniques available, such as 
replacing poor soil with good-fill soil, using various chemical treatments, cement 
grouting, preloading with vertical drains, and so on, soil reinforcement in various 
modified forms is widely admired for its cost, technical, and environmental 
versatility [4-5]. From the various soil reinforcement techniques, geosynthetics 
are regarded as a long term and cost-effective option. The use of geosynthetics in 
building construction and pavement has yielded several benefits such as reduced 
settlements, increased bearing capacity, and so on. Many geotechnical engineers 
employ Geocell, a modified version of geosynthetics, as a soil reinforcing 
material. Geocell is a three-dimensional honeycomb-like structure that confines 
the infill material in three dimensions. The lateral outspreading of the infill 
material is limited due to the all-around confinement offered by the geocell. The 
beneficial results of the geocell reinforcement were reported by many researchers 
by using field studies and experimental studies [6-12]. Although, for the design of 
complex geotechnical problems only experimental and field studies are not 
sufficient. Because these studies are time-consuming. For the design of geocell 
reinforcement, quick results are required to analyse the effect of various 
parameters. In that case, the numerical modelling technique is the best choice. 
Numerical modelling of the geocell is very difficult due to its complicated 
honeycomb structure. Many researchers employ the equivalent composite 
technique to analyse geocell reinforced soil models. Soil and geocell are 
considered composite materials with increased stiffness and strength in this 
method [13-15]. This technique to geocell modelling is unrealistic, and it also 
avoids the unpredictability associated with parametric variation. Geocell is a 
three-dimensional honeycomb structure, a three-dimensional modelling approach 
should be used to model the geocell. The three dimensional analysis of geocell 
reinforced sand foundation system for different geometric combinations of the 
geocell has been studied by various researchers [9, 16-21]. The analysis of geocell 
reinforced sub-ballast has been done by using Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) and Drucker-Prager yield criteria [22-23]. The actual honeycomb shape 
of the geocell rather than square and circular geometry has been modelled by using 
FEM software to analyse the behaviour of the geocell reinforcement [24-25]. The 
effectiveness of the geocell reinforced for shell foundation has been investigated 
by using PLAXIS 3D [26]. Some researchers have given analytical solution to 
evaluate the settlement and stress propagation in the geocell reinforced soil [27-
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28]. As a result of the studies mentioned above, it can be concluded that geocell 
reinforcement are better and cost-effective to increase the bearing capacity of the 
poor soil. Most of the experimental and analytical studies available in literature 
uses the square, circular and curved honeycomb shape of the geocell 
reinforcement. Limited studies are available, using the hexagonal geometry of the 
geocell reinforcement subjected to static vertical loading. Hexagonal geometry 
possesses highest surface/perimeter ratios. Hence, the hexagonal shape of the 
geocell requires the least amount of material to hold the maximum weight and all 
the six sides of the geocell fixed perfectly together compared to other polygon 
shapes. The hexagonal structure of the geocell distribute the stress uniformly 
along the perimeter of the geocell. Hence, an attempt has been made in the present 
study to analyse the effect of relative density of the sand below the foundation on 
the performance of geocell reinforcement having hexagonal geometry subjected 
to static vertical loading using ABAQUS software. 

2. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING AND SOIL PROPERTIES 

The finite element approach was used in this work to analyse the behaviour of a 
concentrated loaded footing placed on geocell reinforced sand using ABAQUS 
software. Square shaped footing of size (B) 75mm resting on geocell reinforced 
sand having different properties was used for numerical modelling as shown in 
Figure 1. The lateral and base mobility of the soil was inhibited in all three 
directions. For the analysis, the plan dimension of the sand was taken as 500mm 
× 500mm for length and breadth and 350mm for depth. To neglect the boundary 
effects, the distance between the soil model boundary and the foundation edges 
was set at 6.5B in the x and y directions and 4.5B in the z-direction [29]. The 
three-dimensional honeycomb structure of geocell having hexagonal geometry 
has been modelled by using ABAQUS software. The properties of the geocell 
employed in the numerical study were chosen as per [30], summarised in Table 1. 
The aperture size of the geocell cell was taken as 0.8B, geocell placement depth 
(s) from the footing base was varied from 0B to 0.4B, width (b) was varied from 
1B to 5B, and height (h) was varied from 0.5B to 2B.  
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Fig. 1. Numerical models of geocell reinforced sand subjected to vertical loading (a) 
loading diagram and boundary conditions (b) geometry of geocell embedded in sand 
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Table 1. Geocell properties used for numerical modelling 

Cell size, 
mm 

Geocell wall 
thickness, mm 

Unit weight (γ), 
Kg/m3 

Poisson’s ratio 
(μ) 

Young’s modulus 
(E), MPa 

60.5×62 1.5 950 0.3 275 
 

Table 2 summarised the usage of three distinct sands with various properties in 
the current investigation. The friction angles (Ø) of the sands corresponding to the 
varied relative densities (Rd) of 30%, 50%, and 70% were taken to be 36.06˚, 
39.08˚, and 42.05˚, respectively. The magnitude of the dilation angle (Ψ) was 
computed by the relation Ψ = Ø-30 given by [31] and the Modulus of elasticity 
(E) of the sand was determined as per the range given by [32]. From the range 
recommended by [33], Poisson’s ratio (ʋ) of sand was taken as 0.3. The soil-
geocell interface was assumed to be partially rough, with an interface friction 
factor (δ) of magnitude 0.8 corresponds to the similar value taken by [26]. The 
detailed numerical analysis test layout of the different properties of sand and 
different geometric combinations of the geocell used are presented in Table 3. 

Table 2. Sand properties used for numerical modelling 

 Relative 
density 

(Rd) 

Friction 
angle 
(Ø) 

Dilation 
angle 
(Ψ) 

Cohesion 
(C), kPa 

Unit 
weight 

(γ), 
Kg/m3 

Poisson’s 
ratio (μ) 

 Young’s 
modulus 
(E), MPa 

30% 36.06˚ 6.06˚ 0.1 1415 0.3 18  
50% 39.08˚ 9.08˚ 0.1 1620 0.3 50  
70% 42.05˚ 12.05˚ 0.1 1910 0.3 60  

3. FINITE ELEMENT MESH 

In the present study, the modelling of sand has been done using Mohr-Coulomb 
criteria. Mohr-Coulomb criteria require less property input parameters and less 
computation time for the analysis compared to Drucker-Prager yield criteria [29]. 
The geocell geometry was modelled using the shell element. The general meshing 
obtained for numerical analysis is shown in Figure 2. A very fine mesh takes more 
computation time for the analysis whereas a very coarse mesh is not able to 
express the important behaviour of the particular domain. Hence, finer to coarser 
mesh was used for the numerical modelling. Finer mesh is used near the square 
footing and coarser mesh is used as the distance increased from the footing. 
Because of the intricate honeycomb structure of the geocell, the geocell model 
employed with global mesh. An 8-node linear brick (C3D8R) element was used 
for modelling. According to the convergence analysis, the optimal number of 
elements produced in this analysis for soil model 6877 and for geocell was 687. 
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Further increasing the number of elements, marginal increment is observed in the 
bearing capacity. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Meshing of square footing with geocell reinforced sand 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The numerical analysis of geocell reinforced sand subjected to concentrated 
loaded square footing yielded the following results. For the analysis, various 
geocell geometric parameters such as placement depth (u), geocell layer width (b), 
and geocell height (h) are used. The bearing capacity improvement factor (If) is 
used to express the improvement in the behaviour of a geocell reinforced 
foundation system. It is expressed as the ratio of bearing capacity of reinforced 
sand to the bearing capacity of unreinforced sand [8,12]. The specified 
displacement (s) is expressed as s/B (%) of the footing width. The improvement 
factor (If) for different numerical modelling tests (S No. 2 – S No. 4) are presented 
in Table 4. 
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Table 3. Numerical Modelling test details 

S. No. Details Variable parameters Constant 
parameters 

1. Unreinforced sand Rd = 30%, 50%, 
70% 

 

2. Effect of placement 
depth of geocell 

below footing base 

u/B = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.4 

Rd = 30%, h/B 
=1.5, b/B = 5 

3. Effect of width of the 
geocell layer 

b/B = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Rd = 30%, h/B 
=1.5, u/B = 0.1 

4.  Effect of height of the 
geocell 

h/B = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 
Rd = 30%, 50%, 

70% 

u/B = 0.1, b/B = 5 

4.1. Effect of geocell placement depth below footing base 
The numerical analysis was performed for different placement depth of the geocell 
layer (u) below the footing base. Figure 3 depicts the pressure settlement results 
for varying depths of the geocell layer below the footing base. From the results 
obtained, it was observed that the load carrying capacity of the geocell reinforced 
sand was improved by increasing the placement depth from 0B to 0.1B and further 
increasing the depth from 0.1B to 0.4B there is decrease in the effectiveness of the 
geocell layer. When the geocell layer are placed at immediate contact with the 
footing base (u/B =0), buckling of the walls of the geocell may takes place during 
the application of load [7]. Hence, the effectiveness of the geocell reinforcement 
may get reduced. The percentage increase in bearing capacity was found to be 
31.77% with increasing the placement depth from 0B to 0.1B. With the presence 
of sand layer between the footing base and geocell avoids the immediate contact 
between them and prevents the buckling of the geocell walls during load 
application, hence the effectiveness of the geocell gets increased compared to 
geocell placed immediate contact with the footing base. With increasing the 
placement depth of the geocell beyond 0.1B, there is decrease in the load carrying 
capacity is observed. This is due to because with the increase in thickness of sand 
cushion between the footing base and geocell, lateral spreading of sand mass takes 
place during load application. Figure 4 presents the result drawn between 
improvement factor (If) and different placement depth of the geocell layer (u/B) 
at different settlements 2%, 5%, 10% and 15% of the footing size. At 15% 
settlement, the improvement factor was improved from 4.13 to 6 for the placement 
depth of the geocell varied from 0B to 0.1B. Further increase in the depth of the 
geocell to 0.2B, 0.3B and 0.4B the improvement factor was decrease to 5.2, 4.98 
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and 4.78. As a consequence, the findings clearly show that the optimum geocell 
placement depth is at u = 0.1B below the footing base. 

 
Fig. 3. Load-settlement ratio for different placement depth of the geocell below the 

footing base  

 
Fig. 4. Variation of improvement factor (If) for different placement depth (u) of the 

geocell at different s/B% ratios 

4.2. Effect of geocell width 
The numerical analysis was carried out on geocell reinforced foundation system 
placed on sand for different width ratio (b/B) of the geocell mattress. Figure 5 
presents the results for load-settlement behaviour of geocell reinforced sand for 
different width of the geocell layer. Figure 6 presents the result drawn between 
improvement factor (If) and different width (b) of the geocell layer for different 
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settlement ratios. From the obtained results, it can be perceived that with 
increasing the width of the geocell layer there is increase in the load carrying 
capacity of the geocell reinforced sand for all prescribed displacements. This is 
due to because, with increasing the width of the geocell there is an increase in the 
confining area for sand by increasing the number of interconnected cells. Hence, 
results in increasing rigidity of the soil and offered greater shear resistance for the 
lateral mobilization of the sand during the application of load. The percentage gain 
in the load carrying capacity was found to be 38.84% when the width of the 
geocell (b) was increased from 1B to 2B. Further increasing the geocell width 
beyond 2B to 3B and 3B to 4B the percentage improvement was found to be 
9.72% and 9.84%. Alternatively, increasing geocell layer width from 4B to 5B 
very marginal improvement 3.51% was observed. The effectiveness of the geocell 
reinforcement beneath the footing base is limited to a certain width, after which it 
improves marginally. [4] reported that the optimum width of the geocell is 4.9B, 
beyond this width the improvement was found to be very marginal. Reference [12] 
reported the optimum width of the geocell was 4B in his study for jute geocell. 
The alteration in the optimum width of the geocell reinforcement in different 
studies was attributable to variables such as varied soil parameters and different 
geocell reinforcement properties used. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Load-settlement ratios for different width of the geocell 
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Fig. 6. Variation of improvement factor (If) for different width (b) of the geocell at 

different s/B% ratios 

4.3. Effect of geocell height 
The numerical analysis was performed to investigate the effect of varying height 
ratios (h/B) of the geocell mattress. Figure 7 present the load-settlement plots for 
varying height (h) of the geocell mattress at different relative densities (30%, 50% 
and 70%). The obtained findings revealed that geocell reinforcement is effective 
up to a specific height of the geocell mattress; however, as the height of the geocell 
increases, the improvements become extremely minimal. The results indicate that 
maximum improvement in load carrying capacity is obtained at 1.5B height of the 
geocell, and beyond this increasing the height from 1.5B to 2B results in very 
marginal improvement in load carrying capacity. With increasing the height of the 
geocell mattress, confined area for the soil gets increased. The soil confinement 
tends to increases the rigidity of the geocell layer and allowing the footing load to 
be distributed over a larger area. Furthermore, as the height of the geocell mattress 
increases, the adhesive resistance provided for sand particle mobilisation in the 
lateral direction increases during load application. The improvement in load 
carrying capacity is found to be marginal beyond h/B ratio of 1.5 due to lateral 
buckling of the geocell walls on load application. Figure 8 depicts the plots of the 
improvement factor versus varying height ratios (h/B) at various settlements. 
Reference [6] reported that increasing the height of the geocell mattress beyond 
h/B ratio 2.1 causes lateral buckling of the geocell walls, results in reducing the 
performance of the geocell reinforcement. 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 7. Load-settlement ratios for different height of the geocell for different relative 
densities (a) 30% (b) 50% and (c) 70% 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 8. Variation of improvement factor (If) for different height (h) of the geocell at 
different relative densities (a) 30% (b)50% and (c)70% 
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Table 4. Summary of improvement factor (If) at different settlement ratios for tests S. 
No. (2-4) 

S. No. Variable 
parameters 

Improvement factor (If) 
s/B = 5% s/B = 10% s/B = 15% 

2 u = 0B 3.25 3.63 4.13 
u = 0.1B 5.01 5.25 6 
u = 0.2B 4.54 4.96 5.2 
u = 0.3B 4.57 4.72 4.98 
u = 0.4B 4.37 4.48 4.78 

3 b = 1B 3.65 3.74 3.9 
b = 2B 4.06 4.84 5.42 
b = 3B 4.89 5.26 5.94 
b = 4B 5.43 5.97 6.53 
b = 5B 5.85 6.2 6.76 

4 h = 0.5B, Rd = 
30% 

3.49 2.83 3.75 

h = 1B, Rd = 30% 4.04 4.53 4.97 
h = 1.5B, Rd = 

30% 
5.53 5.85 6.53 

h = 2B, Rd = 30% 5.97 6.21 7.05 
h = 0.5B, Rd = 

50% 
1.66 1.88 2.45 

h = 1B, Rd = 50% 2.16 2.33 2.97 
h = 1.5B, Rd = 

50% 
2.91 2.74 3.41 

h = 2B, Rd = 50% 3.03 2.93 3.67 
h = 0.5B, Rd = 

70% 
1.33 1.42 1.97 

h = 1B, Rd = 70% 1.63 1.7 2.23 
h = 1.5B, Rd = 

70% 
1.97 1.96 2.51 

h = 2B, Rd = 70% 2.05 2.04 2.64 

4.4. Effect of relative density of sand 
To analyse the effect of sand relative density (Rd) on the behaviour of a geocell 
reinforced foundation system, three different relative densities (Rd) of 30%, 50%, 
and 70% were used in the numerical analysis. Improvement factor (If) obtained 
for different relative densities (Rd) are presented in Table 5 (S. No. 4). The results 
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show that the improvement factor decreases as the relative density of sand 
increases. The improvement factor at settlement ratio 15% and h/B ratio 2 for 
relative density 30% is 7.05 and for relative densities 50% and 70%, the 
improvement factor was reduced to 3.67 and 2.64. The load settlement plots 
shown in Fig. 8, shows that for relative density 30% and 50% the unreinforced 
soil foundation system have shown local shear failure and for 70% relative density 
general shear failure has been observed. In loose sand, there is a greater number 
of voids are available, therefore soil gets contract on the application of the load 
and more strain is required to transfer the stress on the walls of the geocell, 
although for the soil having high relative density, being a rigid structure leads to 
expand on the application of footing load and all the strain is transferred on the 
walls of the geocell. Hence, results in higher improvement factor obtained in loose 
sand compared to dense sand. 

4.5. Displacement contours 
The vertical displacement contours for square footings lying on unreinforced and 
geocell reinforced sand are shown in Figure 9. Contours are presented at a 
settlement ratio (s/B) of 15%. The present contours of the displacement are 
depicted its significance to analyse the actual displacement under the given load. 
From the analysis of the displacement contours depicted that the maximum 
displacement was perceived in case of unreinforced sand whereas in case of 
geocell reinforced sand at least 5 – 6 times higher load is required compared to 
unreinforced sand. Furthermore, from the analysis of these figures indicate that 
the displacement contours of unreinforced and geocell reinforced foundation bed 
remains firmly established within the designated lateral and vertical boundaries. 
This indicate that the chosen boundaries in horizontal and vertical direction are 
sufficient for the given problem.  
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9. Displacement contours for (a) unreinforced sand and (b) geocell reinforced sand 
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4.6. Comarision with literature 
The numerical modelling results of the present study were compared with the 
experimental results of square footing rested on geocell reinforced sand presented 
in literature [10]. The square footing of size 150mm and tank dimension 750mm 
× 750mm × 750mm were used in the experimental work. The peak friction angle 
and cohesion value calculated from triaxial compression test were reported as 38˚ 
and 0 respectively. In the experimental investigation, the minimum and maximum 
unit weights of sand were reported as 13.8 and 15.9 kN/m3, respectively. To 
compare the numerical modelling findings, the unit weight and friction angle of 
the sand were taken 16.2 kN/m3 and 39.08, respectively, corresponding to a 
relative density of 50%. The geocell depth was varied as 0.5B, 1B, 1.5B and 2B 
with constant wall thickness of the geocell 1.5mm similarly presented in study 
[10]. The comparison of numerical modelling findings with experimental data as 
shown in Table 5. The comparative findings show that the average variation in 
bearing capacity was determined to be 7.35 percent, which was due to the higher 
value of the mass density and friction angle of the sand was taken in the numerical 
analysis.  

 
Table 5. Comparison of numerical modelling results with literature 

Bearing capacity (qu) at prescribed displacement ratio (s/B) of 15% 
h/B [10] Present study 
0 137.14 144.16 

0.5 301.14 339.96 
1 393.80 420.22 

1.5 461.79 483.58 
2 429.69 520.37 

5. CONCLUSION 

A numerical analysis was performed in this paper to evaluate the effect of geocell 
reinforcement on the load settlement behaviour of square footings placed on sand 
using variable geometric parameters of the geocell. This study has also analyse 
the effect of relative density of sand on the performance of the geocell 
reinforcement. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results presented 
above: 
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1. The provision of the geocell reinforcement in sand enhances the load 
settlement behaviour of the shallow footing by 5 – 6 times compared to 
unreinforced sand. 

2. The optimum depth of the geocell reinforcement below the footing base 
was observed at 0.1B. Furthur increasing the placement depth of the 
geocell layer tends to decrease the performance of the geocell due to 
lateral mobilization of sand on the application of footing load. 

3. A significant improvement in load carrying capacity was observed at a 
width four times the footing size, beyond this width very little 
improvement was noted.. 

4. The maximum benefit of the geocell reinforcement is obtained at a height 
of geocell equal to 1.5B, beyond this height the improvement get reduced 
due to buckling of the geocell walls on the increment of load. 

5. Geocell reinforcement has been proven to be more benificial in the case 
of loose sand compared to dense sand. The improvement factor obtained 
for 30% relative density at optimum combination of the geocell geometry 
i.e u = 0.1B, b = 4B and h = 1.5B is 6.53 and for 50% and 70% relative 
density improvement factor was reduced to 3.41 and 2.51. 
 

The present study results were purely based on FEM based numerical study 
conducted on square footing placed on geocell reinforced sand using variable 
geometric combination of geocell reinforcement. However, experimental study is 
recommended to validate the numerical analysis results presented in this study by 
using same footing dimension and geometric parameters of the geocell. The 
proposed numerical study could be helpful for the civil engineers to design the 
optimum combination of the geocell reinforcement for the sand below the footing 
base. 
 

NOTATION 
u = Depth of geocell below the footing base 
b = Width of geocell 
h = Height of geocell 
B = Width of footing 
s/B = Settlement ratio 
t = Thickness of gocell wall 
γ = Unit weight 
E = Modulus of elasticity 
μ = Poisson’s ratio 
Rd = Relative density 
Ø = Friction angle 
Ψ = Dilation Angle 
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c = Cohession 
δ = Interface friction Factor 
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